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I . INTRODUCTION
Data base technology has received considerable attention in
recent years. Much research on data bases has been directed
toward exploring the problem of physical data base design and
how the data within the data base will be stored for subsequent
accessing. The author suspects that the heavy emphasis on the
physical data base design aspect can be attributed to the quest
for software methods of integrating already well established
file management methods.
Physical data base design deals with how to best use alter-
native storage methods such as sequential files, indexed sequential
files, linked lists, etc., to enhance retrievability of stored
data while keeping storage and software overhead within acceptable
limits.
The advent of data base management systems (DBMS) has been
the result of considerable research done in this area. With a
data base management system, the user is relieved of much of the
task of physical data base design. The user, or implementor,
must now be much more concerned with logical data base design
in order to make good use of the capabilities of the data base
management system.
Logical data base design deals with how to conceptually
structure the data to meet the needs of the user community and
to efficiently fit it within the framework of the physical data
base design.
Unfortunately, research on logical data base design has
lagged far behind research on physical data base design. (The

analogy between this problem, and the gap between computer hard-
ware engineering and computer software engineering is probably
no accident.) The problems of physical data base design lend
themselves to more precise definition than do the problems of
logical data base design.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the factors involved
in logical data base design as they apply to relational data
base systems, and to devise a step by step logical data base
design procedure.
Appendix A contains a brief description of the concept of
relational data base systems.

II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The entire data base design process has been described as
consisting of the following phases (Ref 2)
:
Phase 1 - Information and requirements specifications and
analysis.
Phase 2 - Logical data base design.
Phase 3 - Evaluation of logical data base design(s).
Phase 4 - Physical data base design.
Phase 5 - Evaluation of physical data base design (s).
Phase 6 - Data base construction and initialization.
Phase 7 - Performance evaluation.
As a result of Phase 1, the designer of a data base will
have analyzed the information requirements of the organization
and will have identified the key entities within the organization.
He will have further identified those data items of each entity
that must be processed by the organization.
An organization's data is described in terms of entities.
An entity is a real world object such as an employee, a product,
a department, or a student; or it may be an abstract entity such
as a course or a billing. Entities have properties that describe
the entity, or identify the entity, or represent relationships
between the entity and the real world. (Ref 2)
In the realm of considering information about entities, the
properties are referred to as attributes. (Ref 3)
The designer's task in Phase 2 is to identify interconnections
between entities and to select groupings of attributes for each

entity into relations. The groupings of attributes into relations
must be such that they will best suit the needs of the organiza-
tion and will be "efficient". (The question of what is "efficient"
will be addressed later.)
A chief benefit of an integrated data base is being able to
access information on the relationships between entities. (What
department does Jones work in? How many widgets were produced
last month and shipped to warehouse number 3? etc.) This type
of information accessing requires not only the grouping of attri-
butes of a given entity, but also the inclusion of attributes
of other entities so that links can be made. These attributes
of other entities 'are referred to as "foreign keys". The foreign
key grouped with the attributes of one entity allows the estab-
lishment of relationships between that entity and the entity to
which the foreign key belongs.
When there exist only a small number of entities, each having
a small number of attributes (such as the example in Appendix A)
,
the logical design process is relatively simple and can be readily
accomplished by purely intuitive means.
When, however, there are entities with a large number of
attributes, the problem of grouping attributes into relations
becomes considerably more complex. Given one entity with k
attributes, there are nearly 2 to the kth power possible ways to
group the attributes into relations (that, of course, would in-
clude the possibility of only one attribute per relation, which
would not be very useful)
. Add to that, two other entities
with 1 and m attributes respectively, and the number of possible
10

groupings within the data base approaches 2 to the (k+l+m)
power
.
The designer of the logical data base must have means avail-
able to drastically reduce the number of possible ways in which
he can develop the logical data base.
11

III. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA BASE TERMINOLOGY
It is appropriate at this point to identify some of the basic,
theoretical aspects of entities, attributes, relations and the
assignment of attributes to relations.
A. RULING PART - DEPENDENT PART
Each tuple within a relation (a row in the two-dimensional
table) is composed of a ruling part and a dependent part. The
ruling part is the key that uniquely identifies that particular
tuple. The ruling part (key) must be nondecomposable - the ruling
part can not contain one or more attributes that could be deleted,
still allowing the ruling part to uniquely identify the tuple.
The key can be, and often must be, composed of two or more attri-
butes. It is possible to have relations in which all attributes
are part of the key.
B. FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCE
If the value of an attribute B is always determined by the
value of attribute A, then B is functionally dependent on A (an
employee's address is functionally dependent on his name).
C. RELATIONS
There are 5 basic types of relations that can be used within
a relational data base (Ref 4)
:
An ENTITY RELATION defines a set of entities. For example:
STUDENT-INFO ( [STUDENT-NAME], SSN, AGE, MAJOR-NUMBER)
(When relations are given in narrative form, the [ ] enclose the
key.) It is the most fundamental type of relation. Updating of
a tuple of another relation containing information about the
student will not require updating a tuple of the entity relation.
12

An update (or deletion) of a tuple in the entity relation may
require updating tuples in one or more other relations.
A LEXICON RELATION is based on a one-to-one correspondence
between two attributes where either of the attributes can be the
ruling part. An example of a lexicon relation is:
IDENT( [NAME] , SSN)
The SSN is functionally dependent on name, but name is also func-
tionally dependent on SSN. The existence of lexicons in the data
base can be helpful in establishing keys for referenced relations.
A REFERENCED RELATION contains tuples that are referenced by
a dependent attribute (s) in an entity relation. In the entity
relation example, there was a MAJOR-NUMBER. That MAJOR-NUMBER
can be used as a key to access more information about .a particular
major such as in the following referenced relation:
SUBJ( [MAJOR-NUMBER] , SUBJECT ,DEPT)
Weiderhold (Ref 4) supplies a note of caution regarding updating
of referenced relations:
"The modification of a referenced relation is restricted; tuples
may not be removed while any reference to the tuple exists. The
removal of a reference , however , does not imply removal of the
referenced tuple."
An ASSOCIATIVE RELATION contains data relevant to the relation-
ships of entity relations. The ruling part, or key, is composed
of two or more attributes. Those attributes relate tuples in the
associative relation to tuples in two or more owner relations.
Suppose that a data base has data on students and courses.
13

A relation giving time and place of final examination would be
an example of an associative relation.
FINAL( [ STUDENT-NAME, COURSE ], TIME, LOCATION)
The two attributes in the key point back to relations giving
data about students and courses. Associative relations are im-
portant for representing data common to two or more entities.
The final type of relation is the NEST RELATION. Nest re-
lations contain tuples of repeating groups. A nest relation
would be required to represent all of the classes presently
being taken by a student:
ENROLL ( [NAME, COURSE] , CREDIT-HOURS)
The key of a nest relation is a composite of the key of the
entity relation referencing the nest relation (NAME) , and an
attribute within the nest relation that uniquely identifies the
tuple (COURSE) . The composite key is necessary because for a
student with n courses, n tuples in the relation will include the
student's name. Similarly, if m students are taking a course,
that course name will appear in m different tuples.
D. ATTRIBUTES
Kahn (Ref 2) has identified 5 different types of attributes.
An attribute can uniquely identify an entity.
An attribute can describe an entity (age, rank, etc.).
An attribute can represent relationships between entities
(a course taken by a student describes a relationship between
those two entities)
.
An attribute can represent derived properties that can be
calculated (age = current date - date of birth)
.

Finally, an attribute can be a property "invented" to assist
in the manipulation of a data base.'
E. NORMAL FORMS
The designer of a logical data base must understand the con-
cepts of "normal forms". The following brief descriptions of
normal forms will utilize examples from a relational data base;
however, the concepts of normal forms are equally applicable to
other types of data base systems. The discussion of the first
three types of normal forms is taken from Kroenke (Ref 5)
.
A relation in first normal form is a relation in which attri-
butes are single entry strings or numbers. First normal form
prohibits the inclusion of repeating groups. Repeating groups
must be contained in nest relations.
Kroenke (Ref 5) gives the following example of a relation
in first normal form:
STU-CLASS( [STUDENTNUM] , SNAME ,MAJOR, [CLASSNAME] , TIME, ROOM)
The disadvantage of relations in no higher than first normal
form is that information about two or more entities is stored
in one relation and information can be lost. If, for example,
all students taking a particular course, drop the course, or if
no students are enrolled in the course, information about that
course will be lost. Similarly, if a student drops all classes,
information about the student will be lost. Relations of this
type can also cause unexpected problems because of the relative
complexity of updating requirements.
The difficulty caused by first normal form is based on the
15

concept of functional dependencies. The relation has a composite
key, STUDENTNUM and CLASSNAME. Some of the attributes in the
relation depend on part of the key, and some attributes depend
on another part of the key.
That difficulty can be overcome by dividing the relation
into three separate relations, each in second normal form:
STUDENT ( [STUDENTNUM] ,SNAME, MAJOR)
CLASS ( [CLASSNAME] , TIME, ROOM)
STU-CLASS ( [STUDENTNUM, CLASSNAME]
)
In second normal form, all dependent attributes depend on
the entire key, not just part of it. Second normal form overcomes
the difficulties caused by first normal form, but with second
normal form some potential difficulties remain.
Using another example from Kroenke:
MAJOR( [STUDENTNUM] ,MAJOR-DEPT,DEPT-HEAD)
is a relation that is in second normal form, but not in third
normal form. Deletion of a tuple from this relation can con-
ceivably lose the name of the head of a particular department.
The difficulty lies in the fact that within the dependent attri-
butes, there is a dependency (transitive dependency) that does
not depend on the key; ie , the key can determine DEPT-HEAD, but
so can MAJOR-DEPT.
The difficulties caused by second normal form can be over-
Come by decomposing the MAJOR relation into two separate relations
that are third normal form:
STU-MAJOR( [STUDENTNUM] ,MAJOR-DEPT)
HEAD( [MAJOR-DEPT] , DEPT-HEAD)
16

A relation in third normal form is a relation that is al-
ready in second normal form, plus it has no transitive dependencies.
The concepts of first, second, and third normal forms were
identified early in the development of the theories on relational
data base systems. More recently (1976) an additional normal
form, fourth normal form, has been identified (Ref 1) . Each of
the second, third, and fourth normal forms serve to prevent
anomalies that can occur with its predecessor.
Anomalies can occur in third normal form when the dependent
part of a relation consists of 2 or more attributes that are
multivalued and mutually independent.
Date's example is:
CTX( [COURSE, TEACHER, TEXT]
)
where both TEACHER and COURSE are multivalued and mutually inde-
pendent. It is in third normal form but can lead to tuples like:
COURSE TEACHER TEXT
1
! Physics Prof Green Principles of Optics
jPhysics Prof Green Basic Mechanics
[Physics Prof Brown Principles of Optics
JPhysics Prof Brown Basic Mechanics
This leads to redundancy and the use of extra storage. If
another professor replaces Prof Brown, two tuples must be altered
vice one. The same holds true with other changes that might be
made with the data. The problems associated with that type of
relation in third normal form can be overcome by using two relations
that are in fourth normal form:
CT ( [COURSE , TEACHER]
)




Each relation would have two tuples rather than the four above:
CT COURSE TEACHER CX COURSE TEXT
J
Physics J Prof Green J | Physics J Principles of Optics',
| Physics J Prof Brown | | Physics ! Basic Mechanics J
I ', A i • A
Date's definition of fourth normal form from reference 5 is:
"A normalized relation R is said to be in fourth normal form (4NF)
if and only if, whenever there exists a multivalued dependency
in R, say of attribute B on attribute A, then all attributes of R
are also functionally dependent on A"
.
While it may not be necessary for a designer to have all
relations in fourth normal form, the designer must be aware of
the potential anomalies that can arise with lesser normal forms.
F. EXTERNAL MODELS
In most cases of data base applications, user groups do not
"see" or use the entire data base. Generally, user groups are
limited to only that portion of the data base required for their
applications
.
Terms to describe that portion of the data base seen or used
by a user group, and terms to describe the entire logical data
base differ widely. Date (Ref 1) uses the term DATA MODEL to
describe that portion of the data base used by any particular
user group.
For reasons of security, a logical data base designer must
be aware of the requirement for prohibiting some user groups
from accessing certain information used by other user groups.
The implementations of security measures differ between data
base management systems. Generally, a system of locks and pass-




validity of the locks depend upon how the data base management
system prevents unauthorized access to data. This is system
dependent; however, it is considerably easier for the system
software to prevent access to particular relations than to grant
access to part of the relation and deny access to other parts
of the relation.
Hence, the logical data base designer should insure that
attributes requiring security are not assigned to relations
along with attributes used by other user groups.
19

IV. LOGICAL DATA BASE DESIGN
A. GENERAL
Armed with the basic concepts just outlined, the designer of
a logical data base must analyze the organization's data require-
ments and design a logical data base that best suits the needs of
the organization.
The designer must seek an "efficient" design. Efficiency may
be difficult to specify. There may be the classical time versus
storage space trade-offs. There may be some retrieval require-
ments that must be measured in terms of seconds, while other re-
quirements may all be predetermined, or there may be a preponder-
ance of unique or nearly unique queries. It will more likely
be the case that the organization will have a mixture of require-
ments .
Generally, efficiency will translate into quick retrieval
times for high probability retrievals, and ease of use for pro-
grammers and casual users. These two requirements, in turn,
generally translate into accessing the fewest number of relations
to obtain all the information required.
Another important aspect of efficiency is the relevance of
retrieved data to the requester's requirements. This in turn
relates to whether there is too little or too much data retrieved
and whether the retrieved data is meaningful.
A data base will most likely be dynamic - it will tend to
change form and content with the passage of time. It will change
because of user acceptance and the perception of potentially new
applications. Hence, a major efficiency factor will be clarity
20

of structure as perceived by the user community. The potential
anomalies and update problems discussed in conjunction with
normal forms should be carefully considered.
The logical data base design process will be examined using
a hypothetical data base generally built around the requirements
of three major file management systems in use at the Naval Post-
graduate School. The file systems are used for storing and re-
trieving data on students, courses, and faculty. The prepon-
derance of the retrieval requirements are for fixed-format,
periodic reports. See Appendix B for a discussion of the re-
quirements of the data base.
Evaluation of various possible logical designs will be
accomplished by using a relational data base management system
call INGRES. See Appendix C.
After completion of Phase 1 of the data base design process,
the designer will have identified the organization's requirements
for entities and the entities' data items. Then begins the
difficult task of formulating a logical data base design.
There are two phases to the logical design. One, it is
necessary to identify the required relationships between entities
in the data base. Two, for each entity in the data base, the
entities' attributes must be grouped into relations. The attri-
butes must include those foreign keys determined to be necessary
as a result of phase one.
Guidance for this process gleened from the literature is
at best vague and at worst, contradictory. Various logical
21

data base design techniques will be examined using the hypo-
thetical NPS data base for analysis. Analytical techniques will
also be examined. finally, the author will present a compre-
hensive procedure for the logical data base design task.
B. HEURISTIC LOGICAL DESIGN METHODS
1. Logical Design Based on Characteristic of Data
Kroenke (Ref 5) proposes an approach to logical design that
is primarily heuristic and is based on the characteristics of
the data to be stored.
The importance of a data dictionary is stressed. A data
dictionary is a file containing one entry for each data item
used by the organization. An extensive data dictionary could
specify the item's format (conflicting formats having been re-
solved), where or how it is used, its frequency of use, and the
files in which it is contained. The data dictionary provides
the logical designer with a complete, ready reference of the
information that the organization uses.
Kroenke 's overall approach to the logical design is as
follows: "Once the data dictionary has been constructed, it
can be used to formulate a preliminary database design. This
formulation is a two-phased process. In the first phase, data
is allocated or grouped according to content, frequency of use,
and (in some cases) size. The result is one or more database
files (or records, or segments). The second phase is to complete
the design by detailing which fields will be keys, how file
relationships will be represented, and so on.. Unfortunately,
22

these details depend to a large extent on the database system
used. This means that the second phase must be repeated for
each system under consideration."
The parenthetical reference to possibly basing decisions on
the size of attributes is based on his statement that: "A 4-byte
seldom used data item grouped with frequently used data is not
as inefficient as a 4000-byte seldom-used item grouped in-
appropriate ly .
"
Before proceeding with Kroenke's approach, it is necessary
to note that his guidance is for data bases in general, not
specifically relational data bases. Therefore, such additional
factors as normal forms and repeating groups must be considered.
The author believes that Kroenke'e guidance is over simplified
in two important aspects. First, given two organizational entities
that do not have any present or conceivable relationship to each
other, there is little need to have them in the same data base.
Hence, some thought as to how the organization's entities are
inter-related should preceed the mechanics of logical design.
A second point is that an organization's use of certain
data items does not necessarily imply that all those data items
need to appear in the data dictionary or in the subsequent
logical design. The values of some data items may be derived
from the values of other data items, thus introducing some
unnecessary redundancy. Additionally, it may be necessary to
invent additional data items for use by the DBMS. The construction
of a data dictionary should not proceed until these matters have
23

been resolved; otherwise the data dictionary may contain un-
necessary entries and omit some necessary entries.
2. Logical Design Based on Objectives
Weiderhold (Ref 4) discusses the logical data base design
process at some length. Though a rigorous approach is not pre-
sented, he outlines a number of objectives to be considered in
constructing the "joint database" (DATA MODEL in Date's terminology)
, The five objectives are:
(1) Construct relations with the greatest degree of semantic
clarity.
(2) Construct the database using the smallest number of
relations
.
(3) Construct the database so that it will have the smallest
number of tuples.
(4) Construct the database so that the number of data elements
stored will be minimal.
(5) Construct the database so that connections between re-
lations and shared attributes will be minimal.
There is a certain amount of mutual contradiction between
objectives 2, 3 and 4 and between 3 and the concept of normal
forms. The example used to illustrate conversion from third
to fourth normal form shows the contradictions. In third normal
form there was one relation with four tuples and each of the
teacher and text attribute values appeared twice. In fourth
normal form, there were two relations with two tuples each and
each teacher and text attribute value appeared only once.
24

No doubt Weiderhold does not mean that all objectives
must be met concurrently, but that each must be weighed accord-
ingly. Weighing the importance of the contradictory objectives,
however, does imply the need for a certain amount of trial and
error.
C. APPLICATION OF HEURISTIC METHODS OF LOGICAL DESIGN
The guidance provided by Kroenke and Weiderhold were applied
to the task of logical data base design for the hypothetical
NPS data base. The guidance was amended based on the author's
previous comments on perceived deficiencies.
The first step in the logical design process should be to
examine the organization's information requirements to determine
how the entity interfaces should be managed. In the case of
the NPS data base, there are three entities: students, courses,
and faculty. The relationships between them are all "many to
many". That is, students have many courses and many professors;
courses have many students and many professors; and professors
have many students and many courses.
A particular course can be uniquely identified by its name
(40 characters) or by its number (6 characters : CS 3112) . It
is prudent to select the smallest format for use as a key or a
foreign key. To uniquely identify a particular course meeting
for students or professors, it is necessary to use a composite
key, the segment number (1 byte integer) and the course number.
Students can be uniquely identified by name (27 characters)
,
by social security number (9 characters) , or by student mail
25

center number (SMC) (2 byte integer). For students, the student
mail center code (SMC) would be a good choice for use as a key
or a foreign key.
Faculty members can be uniquely identified by name (27
characters) or by social security number (9 characters) . The
SSN should be used.
Given n entities with the complete many to many relationships
just described, it would be wasteful of space and would compli-
cate modifications to the data base if all n entities incorporated
the n-1 foreign keys in its relations to form the links with
other entities. Known or anticipated requirements of the data
base should be examined to determine the best way to form the
required links, some of them indirectly.
Each foreign key embedded in a relation belonging to another
entity carries with it the cost of additional storage. The
minimum storage cost is incurred when each entity can directly
link to only one other entity. Given the three relations
STU-COURSEl [STUDENT, COURSE]
)
COURSE-PROF ( [COURSE, PROF-NAME] , COURSE-INFO)
PROF( [PROF-NAME] , PROF-INFO)
each contains only one foreign key. Thus, given a student, in
order to find information on one of the student's professors,
it is first necessary to use COURSE to link to COURSE-PROF, and
then use PROF-NAME to link to PROF. It would be possible to
determine the professor information directly if PROF-NAME was
included as a foreign key in STU-COURSE. That design yields
26

a faster retrieval but requires more storage. It is also only
in second normal form, with the dangers that entails.
With the design of those three relations, it is a simple
matter to link from STU-COURSE to COURSE-PROF and then to PROF
using the foreign keys. It is not necessarily a simple matter
to link in the other direction. To start with PROF and link to
COURSE-PROF, it is necessary to search all tuples of COURSE-PROF
until a match is found for the desired value of PROF-NAME. Hence,
a link in one direction is not the same as a link in the other
direction. In the example given, if there were n different tuples
in COURSE-PROF, one would have to expect n / 2 comparisons, on
the average, to obtain the desired match. If the professor had
an unknown number of courses and all were desired, then all n
tuples would have to be searched.
This difficulty can be overcome in one of two ways. Embedding
a COURSE foreign key in the PROF relation would allow a direct
link. Alternatively, structuring COURSE-PROF with an inverted
file on PROF-NAME would give essentially the same result. Both
methods, however, require additional storage space.
The designer of the logical data base must identify all
probable binary associations among the organization's entities.
Trade-offs between storage space and allowable retrieval times
must be made. Those binary associations that occur frequently,
or have a high probability of occurrence, must be accommodated
by embedding the appropriate foreign keys.
For the NPS data base several links are known to be required.
27

A student's past courses and grades are required. A student's
present course and segment numbers and professors are required.
Class rosters showing all students in that course and segment
are required. There is no fixed requirement to list all students
belonging to a professor.
A student relation in fourth normal form that would contain
attributes on courses and professors would have approximately
3000 tuples (approximately 1000 students averaging 3 courses
apiece) . A foreign key for course is mandatory. The requirement
to retrieve the name of the professor for that course also exists,
but that foreign key would cost 9 x 3000 = 27000 bytes. The
number of courses and the number of professors are both consid-
erably smaller than the number of students. Since the retrieval
times are in terms of days, rather than the 27000 byte foreign
key for professor, the "n / 2" search to get the professor for
a student's course is probably the most efficient configuration.
Hence the best foreign key arrangement would be as follows.
For a student's past courses, the course number included in a
student relation will suffice. For a student's present courses,
the course number and segment number will enable the data base
system to make the required links.
The requirement for class rosters can be met by including
students' SMC numbers in a course relation. Linking professors
with course-segments can be accomplished through using course
and segment numbers as a foreign key within a professor relation.
Identifying all students of a professor can be accomplished
28

indirectly through the class rosters of the professor's course-
segments. Linking students with their professors can be through
a match on course and segment numbers.
Having identified how entity interfaces will be managed, the
next step is to analyze the organizations required data items.
The purpose of the analysis is to firmly determine the attributes
that must be included in the data base. The analysis must
accomplish two goals: (1) delete from consideration those data
items that can be derived or implied from other data items; and
(2) identify additional attributes whose requirement is implied
by the data items
.
For the NPS data base, items can be eliminated. First, there
is a requirement for both a student's SSN and country. The pre-
sence of a valid 9 digit SSN, however, implies that the student's
country is the United States. A foreign student will not have
a valid SSN, so those 9 bytes can be used for the student's
country, or abbreviation thereof. Second, there is a require-
ment for a student's past grades and also the student's credit
points for a given course. Given the course's credit hours and
the student's grade, the credit points can be determined. Simi-
larly, the grade can be determined from the hours and points.
Hence, either the grade or the points is needed, not both.
There is a requirement to identify two relatively small
groups of students: section leaders and woman students. That
identification can be accomplished by giving all students 2
attributes of 1 byte each to indicate whether or not they belong
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to those two groups. A second approach would be to form two
relations each containing identification of students in those
two groups. A third and better approach would be to see if
membership in those two groups of students can be implied by
the value of some other data item. That is in fact the case.
The SMC numbers range in value from 1000 - 3015 requiring a
2-byte integer. The 2-byte interger, however, can store values
far in excess of 3015. A male section leader can be identified
by adding 10000 to his SMC. A woman student can be identified
by adding 20000 to her SMC and a woman section leader 30000. In
all cases, the valid SMC is the stored SMC modulo 10000.
The second step in the analysis of the data items is to
determine if the use of the organization's data implies the
requirement for any additional data items. That is, in fact,
the case with the NPS data base. Storing information on a stu-
dent 1 s previous courses at NPS implies the requirement to know
when the student took the courses. That implies the need for an
additional data item. That data item would be an interger value
giving the student's quarter in which he or she took the courses.
Retention in the data base of a student's future course require-
ments also implies the requirement to identify the quarter in
which the student needs the course. That results in a data item
to identify the academic year and quarter in which the course
is needed. That can be done with a three character item such
as 782, which would be the second quarter of academic year 1978.
That completes the analysis of the organization's data items.
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They can now be considered attributes to be included in the
data base.
Based on certain reasonable assumptions about numbers of
students, courses and professors, the frequency of use of data
items for the NPS file systems was determined per academic
quarter. Representative frequencies are as follows: (For




Student previous degree 3000
Course number 618 75
While determining frequency of use is straightforward,
grouping by content is not; it is subject to interpretation.
The author's interpretation is that of grouping data attributes
that tend to serve a common purpose.
In analyzing student attributes, there appear to be 5 content
groupings: (1) students' identifying information; (2) students'
professional, military-related information; (3) students' local
information; (4) students' NPS educational information; and (5)
students' prior educational information.
Similarly, courses have (1) identifying information; (2)
class rosters; and (3) spatial (time and place) information.
Professors have (1) identifying information and (2) course in-
formation.
Analysis of frequency of use, content, size and use of the
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concept of normal forms leads to the following logical data
base design:
STU-MOST( [NAME] , SMC, RANK, SERVICE, CURRICNUM,DESIG,SSN)
STU-PRO( [SMC] , DOR, LINEAL, YEARGROUP ,PRD ,DATEREPORT)
STU-LOCAL( [SMC] , ADDRESS , CITY, PHONE)
STU-ED( [SMC] , SECTION, STARTDATE ,GRADDATE , DEGREE-EXPECT)
STU-PRIOR-ED ( [SMC] ,PDEGREE , SCHOOL, YEAR)
STU-NPS-PAST ( [SMC] ) ,STU-QTR,COURSENUM,PTS)
TOT-QPR( [SMC] , TOT-ATTEMPT, TOT-PASS, TOT-PTS ,TOT-QPR, QTR-TOT-
QPR,TIMESDL)
GRAD-QPR( [SMC] , GRAD-ATTEMPT ,GRAD-PASS ,GRAD-PTS ,GRAD-QPR,
ATR-GRAD-QPR)
STU-PRESENT( [SMC,COURSENUM,SEGNUM] ,PTS)
STU-REQUIRE ( [SMC, YR-QTR,COURSENUM]
)
STU-THESIS ( [SMC] , TITLE , ADVISOR)
COURSE-ID ( [COURSENUM] ,COURSENAME ,HRS)
- ROSTER ( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM, SMC]
)
COURSE-LECT( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM] ,MON-HR,MON-LOC,TUE-HR,TUE-LOC,
WED-HR,WED-LOC,THR-HR,THR-LOC,FRI-HR,FRI-LOC)
COURSE-LAB ( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM] ,DAY,START-HR,STOP-HR,LOC)
CURRIC( [CURRICNUM] ,CURRIC-NAME ,COFF-CODE ,COFF-NAME)
PROF-PERS ( [PNAME] ,PSSN ,DEPT, MAIL-CODE)
PROF-COURSE ( [PSSN, COURSENUM, SEGNUM]
)
See Appendix D for a data dictionary giving an explanation
of the attributes used above.
Using Kroenke ' s approach, a logical data base design has
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been developed. All relations are in fourth normal form except
CURRIC, and PROFPERS . (CURRIC is in second normal form and
PROFPERS is in third normal form assuming more than one depart-
ment is allowed. CURRIC can remain in second normal form since
there is little chance of losing curricular office information
because of having no students in a particular curriculum.)
Little can be said about the "optimality" of the design,
except that it is probably not optimal. While frequency of use
can be determined with a good degree of accuracy, the actual
use of that data is intuitive. Having identified the frequency
of use, where do the "dividing lines" go? SECTION is used an
estimated 24000 times per quarter (24 times per student) and
PRD (Projected Rotation Date) 29000 times. Should they be
grouped together? Probably not; the intersection of their
usage is small.
The concept of "content" is very imprecise. Given the
original list of student attributes, grouping by content can
yield a number of different arbitrary groupings of attributes.
The deficiencies in the reliance on frequency of use and
content stem from its lack of theoretical foundation. Such a
foundation could be built upon the basic concepts discussed in
Section III.
The methods explored thus far leave many intuitive decisions
up to the designer. Something is needed to reduce the number of
arbitrary design decisions that must be made. A mathematical
model could be useful in aiding the designer with many of the
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decisions regarding the allocation of attributes to relations.
Even if a mathematical model could not identify "the" optimal
Solution, if properly formulated the model could enhance the
designer's chances of developing a good design.
D. ANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR LOGICAL DESIGN
1. System and Application Considerations
In order to formulate a mathematical model, precise quantities
related to the data and the data base usage must be identified.
From an analysis of the way that the organization uses the data,
the designer will have identified each attribute's frequency
of use. That is a precise mathematical quantity that definitely
must influence logical design decisions.
There will be certain hardware-dependent and DBMS-dependent
factors that can be identified. These factors could be related
to storage or I/O operations in the system. For the system
used by the author, the line printer has 77 print positions.
If text exceeding 77 characters in length is sent to the line
printer, characters past the 77th are lost. The interactive use
of the system is through CRT terminals. The CRT terminals will
accept as input 7 2 characters without wrap-around and 79 char-
acters with wrap-around.
Hardware features such as these can be important considerations
in logical data base design. Auditing of a data base may require
periodic print-outs of the contents. If a relation exceeded 77
print positions, some data would be lost. Data entry to the
data base would probably be by cards (80 positions maximum) or
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CRT terminal (79 positions maximum)
.
The number of print positions required by attributes in the
INGRES system are not necessarily the formats used for storage
of the attributes. (See FORMATS, Appendix B)
The frequency of use, formats, or print position parameters
could be of use if a proper type of mathematical model could be
identified.
2. The Interger Programming Problem
The problem facing the logical designer is somewhat like
the classical "backpacking" problem, often solved by implicit
enumeration of a (0/1) integer programming problem (Ref 8) . In
the backpacking problem, the task is to analyze a known number
of quantities and assign them to a receptacle. The quantities
will not all fit into the receptacle. The problem-solver must
assign relative values to the quantities and assign relative
costs that would be incurred if a given quantity is chosen. The
values are represented in an objective function to be maximized
or minimized, and the costs or restrictions are represented in
one or more constraints.
Gillette's formulation of a representative backpacking
problem (Ref 6) is as follows:
Maximize Z = 6 XI + 3 X2 + X3 + 5 X4
Subject to: 5 XI + 2 X2 + X3 + 3 X4 <= 5
all X = or 1
The coefficients in the objective function specify relative
values of each item, and the coefficients in the constraint
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represent costs or limitations on each item; in this case the
constraint deals with the weight of each item, and the total
weight of all items selected cannot exceed 5. If there is an
additional constraint that two items could not be assigned to-
gether (ie, neither, or either, but not both), the additional
constraint could take the form:
XI + X3 <= 1
The backpacking problem deals with a known number of recep-
tacles and quantities, but the designer must take a known number
of items (attributes) and put them all into an unknown number of
receptacles (relations) . This difficulty can be overcome by
viewing the logical design problem as a series of backpacking
problems. Subject to certain values and costs, the designer can
assign some attributes to a relation, delete those attributes
from further consideration, and repeat the assignment process.
The (0/1) integer programming problem can be repeated until no
attributes remain unassigned.
Before attempting to formulate an integer program, some con-
sideration must be given to the attributes that must appear in the
problem. Forty-five student attributes have been identified in
the hypothetical NPS data base. Some of them appear in repeating
groups. Those attributes to be used in repeating groups must be
assigned to relations based on the requirements of fourth normal
form. The formation of relations for repeating groups is straight




In considering an organization's entities, there may be some
attributes for which values must be assigned for only a relatively
small percentage of the occurrences of the entities, ie, possibly
not every occurrence of a given entity will have an occurrence
of a particular attribute. That is the case with the NPS entities
Not every student will have a thesis title and thesis advisor.
It would be wasteful of space to reserve storage for thesis
title and advisor for all students if only 30% will have values
assigned to those attributes. Hence, attributes of that nature
should be used in their own relations, with an overall net savings
of storage and time.
There remains 32 student attributes to be considered. Solving
an interger programming assignment problem with 32 variables
is a considerable task. If there is some reasonably accurate
way to reduce that number, then formulation of the problem could
be simplified.
In the NPS data base, there are certain clusters of attri-
butes that will always, or almost always, be retrieved together.
One of the goals of the design is to simplify retrievals by
judicious placement of the attributes. It is reasonable, then,
that attributes that have a very high probability of being
retrieved together, should be together in the same relation.
Hence, if certain clusters are considered to be "attribute
groups" prior to the assignment, the value of the result of the
integer programming problem is not diminished.
For the student entity in the NPS data base, address, city
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and telephone number are almost always retrieved together.
Similarly, prior school and prior degree and year, and all of
the quality point rating attributes are all retrieved as clusters.
Consolidating these attributes into groups reduces the 32 attri-
butes to a more manageable 18.
Formulating an integer programming assignment problem requires
an objective function to be maximized (or minimized) plus con-
straints. The variables throughout the objective function and
the constraints represent the attributes. The coefficients
in the objective function must represent some sort of weight or
value assigned to the attribute group. The coefficients in the
constraints represent some sort of cost or limitation.
For the objective function, a meaningful weight or value
must be identified for the attribute groups. For the hypothetical
data base, the frequency of use of each attribute (group) is
known. Also known is the number of reports in which they appear.
Since 60 of the reports are quarterly (1 is semi-annual) , there
is little lost if the number of reports in which the attribute
(group) appears is used as a surrogate for the frequency of use.
Hence, the coefficients in the objective function will be the
number of reports in which the attribute (group) appears. A
data base must be able to respond to unusual queries. In the
absence of specific information indicating the probable nature
of these queries, it must be assumed that either they will tend
to use the same attributes as the known requirements do, or they
will have to accept longer response times.
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The inequalities in the constraints must express the costs
or limitations imposed on the attribute groups. One of the
costs associated with an attribute (group) is the number of
bytes of storage; another is the number of print positions
required to display it. There are limitations on the assignment
to relations in terms of external models - for privacy or other
security reasons, attributes used only by one user group may
have to be prohibited from being mixed with attributes used by
other user groups. These types of limitations can and should
be expressed in the form of constraints. Within the NPS data
base, QPR information is used only by the Registrar and must
be kept separate from information accessed by other user groups.
Following are the variables used to represent the attribute
(groups) in the integer programming problem:
A Name J Section
B Rank K Degree Expected
C Curriculum Number L Reporting Date
D Service M Local Information
E SMC N Professional Information
F Designator Total Quality Point Rating
G SSN P Graduate Quality Point Rating
H Projected Rotation Date Q Prior Education
I Graduation Date R Start Date





Maximize: Z = 56A + 48B + 45C + 45D + 35E + 35F + 31G + 29H +
201 + 14J + 12K + 9L + 9M + 6N + 50 + 5P + 30 + 1R
Subject to: 27A + 6B + 6C + 6D + 6E + 6F + 9G + 6H + 61 + 6J +
6K + 6L + 34M + 18N + 560 + 50P + 48Q + 6R <= 76
+ H <= 1 (one or the other)
+ R <= 1 (one or the other)
+ N <= 1 (one or the other)
(Since the objective function is a "maximize", it must be changed
to a "minimize". That is done by changing all variables from A,
etc., to 1 - A 1
,
etc.) (For the actual assignment model, the
constraints must be in the form of "<=".)
The above formulation of the (0/1) integer programming problem
I
is suitable for assigning attributes to the first student relation.
Subsequent iterations are similar. Since a key must be pro-
vided for second and subsequent relations, the first constraint
inequality must reflect the fact that the key must be included
in the allowable print positions. Since SMC is the best key,
and it requires 6 print positions, the "76" in the first constraint
must be changed to "70" for subsequent iterations.
The use of the print position limitations in the constraint
is an arbitrary choice for this problem; some expression of
storage limitations may be more appropriate in other applications.
Use of the more stringent limitation of 76 print positions in
this case is more meaningful for illustrating the nature of the
problem.
Repeated iterations of the integer program results in the
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following logical data base design:
STU-MOST( [NAME] , RANK , CURRICULUM, SERVICE , SMC ,DESIG ,SSN ,PRD)
STU-DATA( [SMC] , SECTION ,DEGREEXPECT ,REPORTDATE , ADDRESS , CITY
,
PHONE , GRADDATE , STARTDATE
)
STU-PRIOR( [SMC] ,PDEGREE, SCHOOL, YEAR, DOR, LINEAL, YRGROUP)
TOT-QPR( [SMC] , TOT-ATTEMPT, TOT-PASS, TOT-PTS ,TOT-QPR, QTR-TOT-
QPR,TIMESDL)
GRAD-QPR( [SMC] ,GRAD-ATTEMPT,GRAD-PASS ,GRAD-PTS ,GRAD-QPR,QTR-
GRAD-QPR)
STU-THESIS( [SMC] , TITLE , ADVISOR)
STU-NPS-PAST( [SMC] ,STU-QTR,COURSENUM,PTS)
STU-PRESENT( [SMC ,COURSENUM,SEGNUM] ,PTS)
STU-REQUIRE ( [SMC ,YR-QTR,COURSENUM]
)
COURSE- ID ( [COURSENUM] ,COURSEMAME ,HRS)
ROSTER ( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM, SMC]
)
COURSE-LECT( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM] ,MON-HR,MON-LOC ,TUE-HR,TUE-LOC,
WED-HR,WED-LOC,THR-HR,THR-LOC,FRI-HR,FRI-LOC)
COURSE-LAB ( [COURSENUM, SEGNUM] ,DAY ,START-HR,STOP-HR,LOC)
CURRIC( [CURRICNUM] ,CURRIC-NAME ,COFP-CODE ,COFF-NAME)
PROF-PERS ( [PNAME] ,PSSN,DEPT,MAILCODE)
PROF-COURSE ( [PSSN, COURSENUM, SEGNUM]
)
Many of the student attributes in the hypothetical NPS data
base appear in repeating groups which are not effected by the
proposed integer programming assignment procedure. Hence, in




Single valued attributes (only one value per entity
occurrence) are affected by the proposed procedure. Savings
in both storage and execution time are apparent in the integer
programming design.
The storage scheme in INGRES is that tuples are stored on
512-byte tracks. For each track used, there is a ] 2-byte over-
head, leaving 500 bytes for tuple storage. Tuples are not split
between tracks. The wasted storage per track is 500 modulo the
tuple length in bytes
.
The design derived from the integer program requires 14
fewer tracks for 1000 students than the design derived by heur-
istic means.
Retrieval speed can vary widely between data base management
systems. Perhaps the only generalization that can be made
regarding retrieval speed is that given one retrieval requirement
from two different logical designs, the design requiring the
fewest relations for all the information will result in the
faster retrieval.
In analyzing the 61 known reports for the hypothetical NPS
data base, in no case does the integer program design require
more relations to complete the retrieval than the heuristic
model. For 8 of the reports, the integer program design requires
2 fewer relations and for 13 reports 1 fewer.
A timing analysis was conducted for retrieving the infor-
mation required for 20 of the reports. The INGRES query lan-




Different subroutines were used for the different retrieval
requirements from the two different designs. The timing
mechanism was a bit crude - in a single user mode, a system
function for returning wall-clock time before and after exe-
cution of the subroutines was used. Though not precise, that
method was able to allow general comparisons of the relative
timing for the different retrievals. Identical logic was used
in all the subroutines.
In retrieving the complete required information for certain
reports, the integer program design completed the queries in
approximately 1/3 the time required by the heuristic design.
Certainly, the heuristic design could have been made as
"bad" as possible to improve the relative appearance of the
assignment model design. However, the heuristic design was
the result of several attempts to diligently apply the heuristic
guidance. Additional trial and error could have probably re-
sulted in a better heuristic design. A key point, however, is
that no trial and error was involved in the integer program
design - the mathematics of the model made the decisions once
the coefficients for the model had been chosen.
3. Analysis of Coefficients for the Integer Program
The integer programming approach is a precise method, pro-
vided that the coefficients used are indeed correct measures
of the relative values and costs.
The coefficients seem to work properly in this particular
case because of the nature of the attributes. It cannot
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necessarily be stated, however, that in the general case the
number of reports in which an attribute appears is the proper
coefficient for use in the objective function.
Since the choice of coefficient may or may not be correct,
a method is required to either confirm that the choice of co-
efficient was correct, or find a better choice.
The difficulty with strictly using the number of reports in
which an attribute appears, is that the number does not measure
the mutual usage between attributes that have nearly the same
frequency of use. For example, in the NPS data base, PRD (pro-
jected rotation date) is used in 29 reports and SSN in 31.
Since the values are very close, the integer programming model
will probably assign them to the same relation. However, their
intersection is only 13 (used together 13 times), so they are
not as strongly bound as the numbers 29 and 31 would indicate.
Matrix methods can be used to measure the connections between
attributes. A 3 dimensional matrix (attributes x attributes x
reports) can be used to determine how often any two attributes
are used together. For usage of three attributes together, a
four dimensional matrix is required. Similarly, 8 requires a
9 dimensional matrix. That is not very useful.
A better method is available for measuring the intersections
of n attributes together. A tree can be constructed to
represent the power set of n attributes. A sample tree for






Each letter represents one attribute. Each node represents
the frequency with which that combination of attributes occurs.
Using a program developed by HOLL, an analysis of the mutual
frequency of attribute usage was obtained. That analysis was
ased to verify the correctness of the attribute groupings pro-
vided by the integer programming model. Input to the program
was a two-dimensional matrix (reports x attributes) . All entries
in the matrix are either or 1 - 1 if the attribute is required
for the report, otherwise.
The goal in assigning attributes to relations is to get
the group that will be used together most frequently while
meeting the system constraints. The initial run on the assign-
ment model resulted in the assignment of 8 attributes.
The mutual frequency of those attributes was easily obtained
from analysis of report information. The entire group of eight
was used 9 times. The tree search was completed to see if any
other group of attributes meeting the constraints occurred more
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often than those eight. There were no such groups. Hence,
the selection of those eight attributes for the first relation
was correct, implying that the selection of coefficients in
the integer programming objective function was adequate.
For each successive iteration of the integer programming
model, a similar analysis was conducted, confirming the correct-
ness of the assignment.
Since the tree search technique is a valid means of analy-
zing the mutual known usage of attributes together, it is
reasonable to consider whether the technique could be used to
select coefficients for the integer program model, or indeed,
even identify groupings of attributes into relations directly.
The tree search can do neither. The tree in this case has
over 260,000 nodes in it. The model cannot be structured in
a manner that would allow representation of any of the system
or application-dependent constraints. The value assigned to
each node in the tree is a property of all attributes repre-
sented at that node, not the property of any one attribute.
In the general case, the coefficients for the integer pro-
gramming objective function can be chosen to represent the
application-dependent value of each attribute. Subsequent to
the assignment of attributes to a relation, the tree search
can be used to confirm the assignment.
Should the tree search fail to confirm the choices of attri-
butes from the assignment model, it will have identified a
better solution, assuming the group with the higher frequency




The complex task of logical data base design for a relational
data base can be greatly simplified by the use of operations
research methods and some of the theory associated with relations
and relational data bases.
While "the" optimal solution cannot be guaranteed, judicious
application of the appropriate methods can achieve an efficient
logical design, as efficiency is defined by the designer.
As a result of Phase I of the overall design process, the
designer will have identified the organization's entities that
must be represented in the data base and the data items
associated with those real-world entities. The designer should
then proceed as follows:
1. Identify the real-world relationships between entities
that must be represented in the data base. Analyze the required
links between entities, eliminating from consideration those
links that will have a low probability of occurrence, or those
that can more efficiently be represented through transitive
links. Select the best foreign key arrangement for completing
the required links between entities, considering inverted files
usage where appropriate.
2. Analyze each entity's data items, including the required
foreign keys from step 1. Eliminate those data items that are
redundant or can be derived from other data items. Add data
items that will be required by the data base management system
to appropriately identify and manipulate other data items. The
resulting list of data items can now be considered attributes
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for inclusion in relations in the data base.
3. Identify, for each entity, those attributes that are
used in repeating groups. Form those attributes into nest
relations or associative relations in fourth normal form, in-
cluding as a key, or portion of a key, an identifying attribute
of the parent entity. The identifying attribute will be chosen
so as to provide semantic clarity, efficient storage utilization,
and quick identification.
4. Identify attributes that will belong to a small number
of occurrences of the parent entity (like thesis information
for the NPS data base, or perhaps some sort of merit pay or
bonus plan for an organization) . Group those attributes as
in step 3.
5. If the number of remaining attributes is small, or if
the remaining attributes have such dissimilar use that no
clustering of attributes is possible, proceed with step 6.
Otherwise, form clusters of those attributes that have similar
content and a high degree of concurrent use. Those clusters
form a reduced number of attribute groups.
In this context, "small" is relative. If the computer
system available for solving the integer programming problem
is capable of handling large problems, then "small" may in fact
be rather large (say, 40).
6. Formulate a (0/1) integer programming model to succes-
sively assign attributes (or attribute groups) together into
relations. The integer programming model will consist of an
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objective function to be maximized or minimized and constraints.
Variables in the objective function will represent the indi-
vidual attributes (or attribute groups)
.
Coefficients in both the objective function and the con-
straints will be system and application dependent. Coefficients
in the objective function must represent some measure of the
relative value of each attribute or group. In most cases,
that value will be dependent upon the frequency of use or
probability of use.
Coefficients in the constraints will represent both costs
and limitations. The costs will be related to either storage
or I/O restrictions. Limitations will be related to the concept
of external models, that is, prohibitions against one attribute




THE RELATIONAL DATA BASE CONCEPT
Relational data bases are founded upon the mathematical
theory of relations. A relational data base is composed of a
series of relations. Relations are two-dimensional tables
such as the three shown below (from Ref 1)
:
SUPP s# SNAME STATUS CITY
_Ji _ _ _ J._ _ _ jL
SI Smith 20 London
S2 Jones 10 Paris
S3 Blake 30 Paris
S4 Clark 20 London
S5 Adams 30 Athens
SP
J. J. J. I
PART p# PNAME COLOR WEIGHT
JL !
PI Nut Red 12
P2 Bolt Green 17
P3 Screw Blue 17
P4 Screw Red 14
P5 Cam Blue 12
P6 Cog Red 19
I T T
; s# ; p# ; qty
I f T
i si : pi ; 3
;






si ; P4 ; 2
;
si j ps ; 1
;













S3 ! P5 ; 2
; s4 ; P2 ; 2
; s4 ; P4 ; 3
J S4 ; P5 ; 5
; s5 ; ps ; 4
± ± 1
x x j.
The names of the colums in the relations are attributes.
P# (part number) is an attribute. The range of values that an
attribute can assume is called a domain. All values appearing
in a column must be homogeneous; that is they must all come
from the same domain.
Rows in a relation are tuples, or more precisely, n-tuples
for a relation having n columns. A row in a relation having 2
attributes (columns) is a 2-tuple, with 5, a 5-tuple. All rows
in a relation must be unique; a tuple must differ from each
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other tuple in the relation in the value of at least one
attribute.
Rows in a relation are uniquely identified by a key. In
the SUPP relation, S# is the key. In the PART relation, P# is
the key. In the SP relation, neither S# nor P# alone can uniquely
identify the row, so the key is the combination of S# and P#.
The benefits derived from integrated data bases in general
certainly accrue to relational data bases. Whereas plex struc-
tures and many-to-many relationships in other data base systems
require modifications to the natural structures of the data
into tree structures, relational systems can represent data
and relationships as they exist.
One of the chief benefits of data base systems is the
capability to "link" entities together to portray their rela-
tionships. Links between relations belonging to different
entities are formed by finding identical values for attributes
that the relations have in common. In the sample data base,
for instance, using the value of part number PI, it is possible
to find the weight of all Pi's supplied by supplier number 1.
Similarly, it is possible to determine the number of red parts
supplied from London, by using links between all three relations.
In the sample data base, relations SUPP and PART are entity
relations, and SP is an associative relation providing infor-
mation about an association between two entities. (See RELATIONS
in BASIC CONSIDERATIONS)
Relational data bases can be portrayed in tabular form, as
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above, or in a narrative form that lists the relation name
followed by its attributes in parenthesis. Throughout this
thesis, keys will be identified by square brackets [ ]. In
a narrative form, the three relations above are:
SUPP( [S#] ,SNAME, STATUS, CITY)
SP( [S#,P#] ,QTY)




REQUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL DATA BASE
The Registrar maintains an extensive file system for main-
taining past and present academic information on all students
,
plus a limited amount of personal and professional information.
Twenty-four different reports are generated using the information
in the file system. A few examples are: class rosters, student
grade reports, lists of graduates, etc. All reports are generated
on a quarterly basis. Response time is measured in days.
The school's ADP Officer maintains a file system for personal
and professional information on students. The file system is
used to generate reports of an administrative nature. There
are thirty three different types of reports generated by the
file system. Examples of lists of student by curriculum, lists
of students by rank and service, and lists of foreign students
by country. These reports are generated on a quarterly basis
and response time is measured in terms of days.
The Programs Officer maintains a system for quarterly
scheduling of courses. Every second quarter, student demand
for courses for the subsequent four quarters is analyzed. That
analysis is provided to department chairmen who return to the
Programs Officer a list of what courses will be scheduled in
the subsequent four quarters. On a quarterly basis, a list of
courses for that quarter is published. Also on a quarterly
basis, the Programs Officer publishes lists showing the courses




A scheduler within the Academic Administration Department
uses the list of courses for a quarter to make meeting time
and room assignments.
Phase I of the data base design process was completed. The
content, frequency, and response time for all reports were
analyzed. Data item requirements of the organization were
identified.
Analysis of organization requirements identified three
entities about which data items must be maintained: students,







Designator (Military skills identifiers)
Country
Courses previously taken (with credit-hours, segment numbers
and grades)
Courses being taken now (with credit-hours and Professor)
Graduate and total credits both attempted and passed
Graduate and total quality points earned at NPS
Graduate and total quality points earned the previous
quarter
Number of times on the Dean's List







Entrance credits (prior school, degree, year)










Lineal number in rank
Year group
Curricular Office
Future course number requirements
Identification as a section leader






Student demand for academic year
Students enrolled
Professors
Meeting time and location for lecture










INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (INGRES)
I . GENERAL
Analysis of logical data base design methods explored in
this thesis have been evaluated using the Interactive Graphics
Retrieval System (INGRES) developed by the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University
of California, Berkeley.
This appendix provides a brief description of INGRES and
its query language QUEL. More detailed explanations of the
features, design and implementation of INGRES are contained
in Ref 6.
INGRES is implemented in the UNIX operating system developed
by .Bell Laboratories. At NPS the system operates on a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-11/50.
INGRES is a relational data base management system employing
the concept of logically storing attributes in relations. (See
Appendix A)
Interaction between a user or applications of programs and
tje data base is managed through a query language called QUEL.
QUEL is based on relational calculus (Ref 7) and bears some
resemblance to Codd ' s data sublanguage called ALPHA.
II. QUEL - THE INGRES QUERY LANGUAGE
QUEL uses the concept of a "tuple variable" . The tuple
variable is a user-selected abbreviation for a particular re-




RANGE OF P IS PARTS
where PARTS is a relation in the data base. Subsequent to the
range statement, P is synonomous with PARTS. The choice of
the letter as the tuple variable is arbitrary. The same letter
cannot be used as a tuple variable for two relations.
QUEL provides commands for the user to CREATE relations,
DESTROY relations, APPEND (add) a tuple to a relation, REPLACE
(update) a tuple and DELETE an entire tuple.
Commands requiring manipulation of a tuple, or a series of
tuples, require additional information that identifies the
desired tuples. That additional information is referred to as
the "qualification".
The qualification provides the data base management system
with the means by which individual tuples can be identified.
Where two or more relations are involved in a command, the
qualification also provides the data base management system
with the identification of the common attributes that serve as
links between the relations.
Using the three sample relations in Appendix A, the following
QUEL commands would determine the cities from which part number
one was supplied.
RANGE OF S IS SUPP
RANGE OF A IS SP
RETRIEVE (A.P#,S.CITY)
WHERE A.P#="P1"
(Using the tuple variables, A.P# is the attribute P# in the
relation SP , and S.CITY is the attribute CITY in the SUPP relation.)
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Attributes in INGRES can be formatted as character strings
(1 to 255), integer (II, 12, or 14) and floating point (F4 or
F8) .
The output formatting of INGRES (either at an interactive
terminal or line printer) merits consideration. No attribute
is printed with fewer than 6 print positions. Storage formats
II, 12, and C 1 - 6 require 6 print positions. 14 format
requires 14 print positions and F4 and F8 require 10 print
positions. Character formats in excess of 6 use the expected
number of print positions.
The output conventions should be considered by anyone im-
plementing a data base in INGRES or any similar DBMS. A 10-
tuple composed solely of attributes in 14 format would require


















































DATA DICTIONARY FOR DATA BASE
RMAT REMARKS
Local address
Name of thesis advisor
Abbreviation of local city
Curricular office code
Curricular office name
Course name from catalog
Course number from catalog
Curric name per catalog
Curriculm number from catalog
Date reported day month year
Day of lab
Degree expected from NPS
Academic department
Military designator or MOS
Date of rank
Lecture hour Fri 1 is 0800
Location for Fri class 2 bldg 3 room
Grad credits attempted
Grad date day month year
Grad quality point rating
Grad credits passed
Grad quality points
Credit hours 10 times lee + lab
Lineal number within rank
Location of lab
Professors ' mail code
Lecture hour Mon 1 is 0800








Last quarter grad qpr





Branch of military service abbreviated
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! ATTRIBUTES FORMAT REMARKS
,' SMC
!
12 ! Student mail center number
! SSN ! c9 SSN of student
J SSN ! c9 Country for foreign students
,' STARTDATE ! c6 Date started instruction day mon year
! START-HR il Starting time of lab
J STOP-HR il End of lab
,* STU-QTR 12 Student's quarter for prior courses
! THR-HR il Lecture hour Thur 1 is 0800
! THR-LOC c5 Location for Thur class 2 bldg 3 room
,' TIMESDL il Time on Dean's List
J TITLE c56 Title of thesis
! TOT-ATTEMPT f4 Total credits attempted
; TOT-PASS f4 Grad credits passed
| TOT-PTS f4 Total quality points
! TOT-QPR f4 Total quality point rating
! TUE-HR il Lecture hour Tue 1 is 0800
! TUE-LOC c5 ; Location for Tue class 2 bldg 3 room
1 WED-HR ii : Lecture hour Wed 1 is 800
J WED-LOC c5 : Location for Wed class 2 bldg 3 room
! YEAR i2 : Year of previous degree
I YEARGROUP c2 ! Military year group
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